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Abstract 
Background: Bone metastasis is a frequent complication of cancer. It occurs in up to 70% of patients with 

advanced breast cancer. Sternal involvement in patients with breast cancer is relatively rare and its treatment is 

still controversial. The present retrospective analysis aims to bring forth the role of palliative treatment 

(radiotherapy and chemotherapy) in this unusual site of bony recurrence. 

Material & methods: Data of pre-treated carcinoma breast patients from Nov 2012- Nov 2013 who had 

histopathologically proven sternal site recurrence and had received palliative treatment (radiotherapy & 

chemotherapy) were considered for analysis. Response to palliative radiotherapy and chemotherapy was 

assessed using RECIST criteria version 1.1, whilepain was assessed using pre and post treatment VAS score. 

Result: 9 patients with sternum as site of metastasis were detected. Post RT 7/9 (77.77%) patients had partial 

response while 2/9 (22.22%) patient had negligible response. 2/9 (22.22%) patients after completion of palliative 

radiation and chemotherapy treatment had complete response,6/9 (66.66%) had partial response and 1 had stable 

disease. All 9 patients were found to be having moderate response to pain, assessed 1 month after completion of 

treatment. 

Conclusion:  Sternal metastasis to a certain extent can be taken care of with the palliative treatment and 

supportive care but the exact etiopathogenesis, prevention protocols and definitive modality of treatment still 

needs to be explored and discussed. 

 

I. Introduction 
Breast cancer generally tends to spread to bones, and metastases to various other sites are a frequent 

finding. Metastasis to bone is seen almost in 70% of breast cancer patients and in approximately 15% to 30% of 

patients with carcinoma of the lung, colon, stomach, bladder uterus, rectum, thyroid or kidney. Breast cancer has the 

tendency to relapse in the bones, and 56% of autopsy cases reveal the occurrence of bone metastasis. The most 

frequent sites of bone metastasis are the thoracic and lumbosacral spine. The consequences of bone metastasis are often 

devastating, as only 20% of patients with breast cancer are alive five years after the discovery of bone metastasis 

[1].In patients with breast cancer, the presence of either sternal involvement or  an  isolated sternal 

metastasisis relatively uncommon, with reportedincidences of  5.2% and  1.9% to  2.4%, respectively [2] 

Meanwhile, local recurrence following the primary treatment of breast cancer ranges from less than 5% for stage I to 

greater than 25% for stages II and III with an extremely variable disease-free interval [3].Bone is a frequent site of 

initial relapse after curative surgery in patients with breast cancer[4] About 20∼40% of  bone metastases from  breast  cancer 

are presented as solitarylesions initially[5]  and  the  sternum  accounts  for 5∼ 34%  of  solitary  skeletal metastases 

[6].Although the sternum is an unusual and infrequent site for solitary relapse in patients with breast cancer, the 

optimal treatment for these patients is still unknown. Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer in  

females, accounting for29% of estimated new cancer cases and 14% of estimated cancer-related mortalities [7]. 

Although breast cancer has become curable since some last decade, individuals treated for breast carcinoma remains at risk 

of local or distant recurrence indefinitely, depending on various factors. Local recurrence is commonly considered a first sign of 

treatmentfailure. Approximately 30% of patients experience local recurrence of breast cancer [8].Traditional options 

for the treatment of local recurrence following mastectomyinclude surgery, radiation therapy (RT), 

chemotherapy, hormonal therapy or a combination of modalities [9].The recurrence of tumors invading the 

sternumand ribs following mastectomy is relatively rare, but treatment problems are frequently encountered [10]. 

Sternal recurrences are considered under StageIV as per AJCC staging. Patients with metastases confined to the 

sternum have longer survival [11] and less chances of dissemination as the sternum lacks communication to 

the paravertebral venous plexus, which carries tumor cells to the pulmonary circulation [12] Many of sternal 

relapse were caused by local tumor invasion from either the primary site or adjacent lymph nodes [13], so they 

frequently presents as solitarylesion unlike other bone metastasis [14]. These features make effectivelocal control 

desired. Though the best treatment option is yet to be explored for inoperable cases; sternectomy is generally considered 

standard of care for isolated operable cases. Although resection of the sternum and ribs occasionally causes defects of the 
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thoracic wall, resulting in secondary complications and influencing the normal cardio-pulmonary function [15], definitive 

role of radiation therapy in this regard is lacking. This study summarises patient and tumor characteristics and effect of 

palliative radiation, chemotherapy and supportive care given in these patients of sternal recurrence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1a-Arrow depicting sternal site swelling 

 

II. Material & Method 
Data of 9/938 patients of carcinoma breast in a follow up period from Nov2012 to Nov 2013 who presented 

with sternal swelling (fig.1a), pain and were found to be having sternal site recurrence was considered. These patients 

had been assessed clinically, radiologically (CT/MRI and Bone scan) (fig.1b & 1c)and were cytologically proven for 

recurrence .Cytology in all patient was metastaticadenocarcinoma from breast (fig 2A & 2B). They had received Palliative RT (20 

Gy/5#) by cobalt-60 machine by single anterior field at depth as measured on CT scan along with Inj.Zolidronic acid 4mg as 

supportive care therapy followed by palliativetaxane based chemotherapy. Response after 1 month of completion of 

palliativeradiotherapyand then subsequently after completion of chemotherapy was analysedutilisingrevised RECIST 

criteria (1.1). Response in pain, if any, was also assessed utilising visual analogue score(VAS), pre and post treatment 

score.VAS score reduction of 100% was considered as complete responsewhile <100 % to >=30% was considered as 

partial response while <30% was considered as no response. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1b-CT scan showing sternal region mass 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1c-Bone scan showing showing sternal metastasis 
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Fig 2A - Smear shows tumor cells arranged in glandular configuration with nuclearoverlapping and exhibiting 

prominent nucleoli. Myoepithelial cells are absent, MGG stain, x 80. 

Fig 2B - Smear shows cellular clusters of tumor cells arranged in tight cohesive clusters as well as sheets, 

Papanicalou stain, x10 

 

III. Observation & Results 
Patient and tumor characteristics are as illustrated (Table-1).7/9 (77.77%) patients had partial response while 2/9 (22.22%) patient 

had stable disease post 1 month of completion of palliative radiotherapy. 2/9 (22.22%) patients after completion of palliative 

treatment had complete response, 6/9 (66.66%) had partial response and 1 had stable disease (fig 5). All 9 patients were found to be 

having moderate response to pain, assessed 1 month after completion of palliative treatment (fig 6). Patients with ER+, PR+ 

showed better response as compared to ER+,PR- and ER-,PR- patients (fig7).   

 

Table 1- Patientand Tumor characteristics (n=9) 
Patient characteristics                     N (%) 

Stage 

II   3      

III    6 

Age 

30-40   2 

41-50     4 
51-60     3 

Initial site of disease 

UOQ   2 

UIQ     6 
LOQ     0 

LIQ     1 

Receptor status 
ER+/PR+/Her2neu +     2 

ER+/PR-/Her2neu -     6 

ER-/PR-/Her2neu-    1 

Time to recurrence 

<1 year     2 

>1 year    7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4- Response in mass reduction after 1 month of palliative radiotherapy 
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Fig.5 – Response at 1 month post palliativetreatment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig.6- Response in Painafter completion of palliative treatment 

 

Receptor wise response rates 

 
Fig. 7- Response rate according to receptor status. 
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IV. Discussion 
100% patients showed decrease of the tumor size more than 30% and all patients with sternal pain 

experienced pain relief in the study done by Kim et al [16].Chung et al.[17] reported that 90.5% (19 patients/21 patients) 

of patients with a sternal or parasternal recurrence could achieve a complete response following radiation therapy, this 

good response following radiation therapy is consistent with previous reports. Park and Tarver reported  3 cases of 

solitary sternal metastasis from breast carcinoma that was treated with systemic therapy [18]. Although follow-up 

results on these patients were not clearly mentioned, the authors stated that single metastasis in the sternum 

have the unique tendency to remain solitary for longer than metastasis to other sites. Metastatic breast cancer 

confined to theskeletal system is a complication that can be diagnosed relatively easily. It is highly 

responsive to treatment and it is frequently associated with extendedpatient survival [19].A retrospective series 

noted long-term survival in eightpatients with isolated sternal recurrences. With a median follow-up of six years, 

seven of the eight patients with sternal metastases were alive with one death from metastatic breast cancer ten 

years after sternal recurrence.  

Two patients are in continuous complete remission at seven and 14 years fromsternal recurrence  [20].These  

remarkable results  from contemporary  US  based oncology  practices suggest  sternal  involvement  could  represent  direct 

local/regional extension rather than systemic spread and carry a much better prognosis. In a retrospective 

analysis done by Andrew H Kawai et al found that 71% of patients had enlarged internal mammary lymph nodes 

who had developed sternal recurrence.Noguchi et al. performed sternectomy in nine patients with solitary sternal 

relapse of breast cancer and reported that the median survival time was 30 months after the sternectomy, which 

was longer than the survival time in patients with other bone metastases [21]. In the study done by Haeyoung et 

al. the median survival time was 27 months and the 5-year overall survival ratewas 51.9%. These results were 

comparable to Noguchi’s surgical result. Also it was seen that the morbidity and mortality associated with 

surgery was more compared to RT. Though studies have shown good results with surgery as well as radiationtherapy 

but the overall picture still remains unclear regarding the management issues of sternal recurrences in ca breast. Some 

further studies of multimodality therapy is necessary toestablishwhether  aggressive local therapy can help to achieve 

long-term survival and to select optimal treatment in metastatic breast cancer limited to the sternum. Although it is 

difficult to decide whether surgery or radiation therapy offers a better treatment result for solitary sternal 

relapse, radiation therapy may be considered as a reasonable option due to its comparable survival results and little 

morbidity. The present analysis emphasises to the fact that radiation therapy in the form of palliative RT to the 

local site is effective in reducing pain and along with taxane based chemotherapy leads to reduction in the size 

of the mass. 

 

V. Conclusion 
Though sternal metastasis to a certain extent can be taken care of with the palliative radiation therapy and/or 

chemotherapy but the exact etiopathogenesis and preventionprotocols still  needs to be explored and discussed. 
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